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ABSTRACT
To establish the connection between galaxies and UV-detected absorption systems in the local universe, a deep (g ≤ 20) and
wide (∼ 20′ radius) galaxy redshift survey is presented around 47 sight lines to UV-bright AGN observed by the Cosmic Ori-
gins Spectrograph (COS). Specific COS science team papers have used this survey to connect absorbers to galaxies, groups of
galaxies, and large-scale structures, including voids. Here we present the technical details of the survey and the basic measure-
ments required for its use, including redshifts for individual galaxies and uncertainties determined collectively by spectral class
(emission-line, absorption-line, and composite spectra) and completeness for each sight line as a function of impact parameter
and magnitude. For most of these sight lines the design criteria of > 90% completeness over a > 1 Mpc region down to . 0.1L∗
luminosities at z ≤ 0.1 allows a plausible association between low-z absorbers and individual galaxies. Lyα covering fractions
are computed to approximate the star-forming and passive galaxy populations using the spectral classes above. In agreement with
previous results, the covering fraction of star-forming galaxies with L ≥ 0.3L∗ is consistent with unity inside one virial radius
and declines slowly to > 50% at 4 virial radii. On the other hand, passive galaxies have lower covering fractions (∼ 60%) and
a shallower decline with impact parameter, suggesting that their gaseous halos are patchy but have a larger scale-length than
star-forming galaxies. All spectra obtained by this project are made available electronically for individual measurement and use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past few years it has become evident that the inter-
nal structure and evolution of galaxies are affected greatly by
gas surrounding these galaxies in what has come to be called
the Circum-Galactic Medium (CGM; Tumlinson et al. 2011,
2017). Numerical simulations support the notion that the
CGM helps to fuel and regulate star formation in the disk of
spiral galaxies (e.g., Muratov et al. 2015, 2017; Hayward &
Hopkins 2017), solving the “G-dwarf problem” (Pagel 2008)
and maintaining high star formation rates over the luminous
lifetimes of these galaxies (Binney & Tremaine 1987). At
the same time, CGM gas around “passive” galaxies (Thom
et al. 2012) must somehow be prevented from accreting onto
its associated galaxy.
In both cases the CGM is an active element in the cos-
mic evolution of galaxies, although the details remain ob-
scure. The CGM is supplied with gas by a combination of
galactic outflows from nearby galaxies (Veilleux et al. 2005),
close passages and collisions between galaxies, and direct
accretion from the Inter-Galactic Medium (IGM; Kereš &
Hernquist 2009). At the outer extremes, the CGM interfaces
with the IGM, which connects individual galaxies with larger
structures in the distribution of galaxies like galaxy groups
and filamentary large-scale structures of galaxies. We discuss
these connections, whether they be the circulation of gas be-
tween the disk and CGM of an individual galaxy (Werk et al.
2014; Tumlinson et al. 2017) or the larger distribution of this
gas in a cosmological context. To determine how far met-
als spread from individual galaxies (Stocke et al. 2006; Pratt
et al. 2018), two datasets are required: UV absorption-line
detections of the gas, and the distribution of galaxies around
the regions probed by these UV detections.
The accumulation of dozens of high-S/N, far-UV spectra
of bright QSOs has been the recent work of the Cosmic Ori-
gins Spectrograph (COS) on board the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST; Green et al. 2012). Numerous absorption-line
detections of H I and metal ions are made in these spectra al-
lowing the most sensitive probe available of tenuous, highly
ionized gas in the CGM and IGM. While several major pro-
grams of COS observations have been undertaken, many of
these (e.g., the COS-Halos program described in Tumlinson
et al. 2011; Thom et al. 2012; Werk et al. 2014; Prochaska
et al. 2017) use COS spectra of moderate S/N = 10-15 to
probe strong absorption associated with the CGM of a sin-
gle, targeted galaxy and are not of sufficient quality to detect
diffuse H I at NH I ≤ 1013.5 cm−2 (all subsequent column den-
sity values will be quoted in units of cm−2).
However, the COS Science Team (a.k.a. Guaranteed Time
Observers or GTOs) obtained higher-S/N COS G130M/G160M
spectra at S/N = 15-50, allowing the detection of much
weaker H I Lyman-series and metal lines (in some cases with
limiting column densities of logNH I ≤ 12.8). These COS-
GTO spectra are presented in several science papers (chiefly,
Stocke et al. 2013; Savage et al. 2014; Danforth et al. 2016;
Keeney et al. 2017) and, along with COS far-UV spectra
of similar quality obtained by other observers, are archived
at the Mikulski Archives for Space Telescopes1 (MAST)
as detailed in Danforth et al. (2016). This publication and
its associated archival database [doi:10.17909/T95P4K] in-
clude column densities of H I and metal ions detected at all
redshifts along the QSO sight line.
To support a variety of scientific investigations that re-
quire the association of the UV absorption-line detection of
CGM/IGM gas with nearby galaxies or the galaxy distribu-
tion around the absorber, the COS GTOs instigated a ground-
based spectroscopy program to obtain redshifts and spectro-
scopic diagnostics of galaxies near the AGN sight lines. The
purpose of this paper is to describe and present these data,
which have already been used to support the scientific inves-
tigations of the low-z CGM around star-forming and passive
galaxies (Stocke et al. 2013, 2014, 2017; Savage et al. 2012,
2014; Keeney et al. 2013, 2017). Since the numbers of high-
S/N COS far-UV spectra has increased dramatically since the
initiation of this campaign, we have restricted our survey to
the original 40 COS-GTO sight lines. These were supple-
mented by 10 sight lines that probe SDSS groups of galaxies,
which were approved for HST Cycle 23 and are now being
analyzed (see e.g., Stocke et al. 2017).
Since the COS-GTO investigations into the gas-galaxy re-
lationship focus on the lowest redshifts (z ≤ 0.25). We used
multi-object spectroscopy (MOS) on moderate aperture (3-
4 meter class) telescopes to access very wide fields (& 20′
radius) at moderate depth (g≤ 20). This MOS field-of-view
allows the observation of galaxies within ≥ 1 Mpc for all ab-
sorber redshifts z≥ 0.03, so that virtually all absorbers have
regions probed that are larger than the inferred CGM radius
(assumed to be comparable to the virial radius of the asso-
ciated galaxy, which is ∼ 250 kpc for an L∗ galaxy). The
MOS depth for this survey extends a factor of ∼ 5 below the
limits of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) spectroscopic
survey and reaches L∗ limiting luminosities at z ≈ 0.25 and
to 0.1L∗ or below at z. 0.1. This survey intends to provide
sufficient galaxy coverage to obtain redshifts for all plausible
galaxies which can be associated with an absorber at these
low redshifts. Recent work suggests that the sub-L∗ (i.e.,
0.3 ≤ L/L∗ ≤ 1.0) galaxy population is the primary source
for the CGM gas (Tumlinson & Fang 2005; Prochaska et al.
2011; Burchett et al. 2016; Pratt et al. 2018, but see John-
son et al. 2017 for a contrasting view). Sensitivity to sub-L∗
galaxies is a basic design specification for this galaxy redshift
survey.
1 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/igm/
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Table 1. COS GTO Sight Lines Surveyed
Sight Line RA Dec zema E(B−V ) Abbrev
(J2000) (J2000) (mag)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1ES 1028+511 10:31:18.52 50:53:35.8 0.360 0.0117 1es1028
1ES 1553+113 15:55:43.04 11:11:24.4 0.360 0.0448 1es1553
1SAX J1032.3+5051 10:32:16.14 50:51:19.7 0.173 0.0145 1sax1032
3C 57 02:01:57.19 –11:32:33.2 0.671 0.0190 3c57
3C 263 11:39:57.04 65:47:49.4 0.646 0.0096 3c263
FBQS J1010+3003 10:10:00.69 30:03:21.6 0.256 0.0223 fbqs1010
H 1821+643 18:21:57.31 64:20:36.4 0.297 0.0370 h1821
HE 0153–4520 01:55:13.21 –45:06:11.8 0.451 0.0128 he0153
HE 0226–4110 02:28:15.17 –40:57:14.3 0.493 0.0139 he0226
HE 0435–5304 04:36:50.80 –52:58:49.0 0.425 0.0052 he0435
HE 0439–5254 04:40:11.90 –52:48:18.0 1.053 0.0058 he0439
HS 1102+3441 11:05:39.82 34:25:34.6 0.508 0.0206 hs1102
Mrk 421 11:04:27.31 38:12:31.8 0.030 0.0132 mrk421
PG 0832+251 08:35:35.81 24:59:40.2 0.330 0.0266 pg0832
PG 0953+414 09:56:52.39 41:15:22.3 0.234 0.0102 pg0953
PG 1001+291 10:04:02.61 28:55:35.4 0.327 0.0189 pg1001
PG 1048+342 10:51:43.90 33:59:26.7 0.167 0.0199 pg1048
PG 1115+407 11:18:30.27 40:25:54.0 0.154 0.0142 pg1115
PG 1116+215 11:19:08.68 21:19:18.0 0.177 0.0194 pg1116
PG 1121+422 11:24:39.18 42:01:45.0 0.225 0.0194 pg1121
PG 1216+069 12:19:20.93 06:38:38.5 0.331 0.0191 pg1216
PG 1222+216 12:24:54.46 21:22:46.4 0.432 0.0199 pg1222
PG 1259+593 13:01:12.93 59:02:06.8 0.478 0.0069 pg1259
PG 1424+240 14:27:00.39 23:48:00.0 0.160 0.0494 pg1424
PG 1626+554 16:27:56.12 55:22:31.5 0.133 0.0050 pg1626
PHL 1811 21:55:01.51 –09:22:24.3 0.190 0.0425 phl1811
PKS 2005–489 20:09:25.39 –48:49:53.7 0.071 0.0483 pks2005
Q 1230+011 12:30:50.04 01:15:22.7 0.117 0.0156 q1230
RX J0439.6–5311 04:39:38.72 –53:11:31.4 0.243 0.0047 rxj0439
RX J2154.1–4414 21:54:51.09 –44:14:05.7 0.344 0.0125 rxj2154
S5 0716+714 07:21:53.45 71:20:36.4 0.300 0.0268 s0716
SBS 1108+560 11:11:32.18 55:47:26.1 0.768 0.0121 sbs1108
SBS 1122+594 11:25:53.79 59:10:21.6 0.851 0.0124 sbs1122
Table 1 continued
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Table 1 (continued)
Sight Line RA Dec zema E(B−V ) Abbrev
(J2000) (J2000) (mag)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SDSS J1439+3932b 14:39:17.47 39:32:42.8 0.344 0.0090 sdss1439
Ton 236 15:28:40.61 28:25:29.9 0.450 0.0217 ton236
Ton 580 11:31:09.48 31:14:05.5 0.289 0.0182 ton580
Ton 1187 10:13:03.18 35:51:23.8 0.079 0.0098 ton1187
VII Zw 244 08:44:45.31 76:53:09.7 0.131 0.0243 viizw244
a The emission-line redshift of the QSO as listed in the NASA Extragalactic Database
(NED), except for HE 0435–5304, whose redshift was measured from its COS spectrum
(Stocke et al. 2013).
bThis sight line was never observed by HST/COS but we include the measured galaxy
redshifts for legacy value.
In this paper we present the basic survey results, includ-
ing all spectra acquired in addition to the galaxy redshifts
obtained, allowing subsequent analysis by future investiga-
tions. Section 2 includes the description of the survey design
and execution for the GTO (Section 2.1) and HST groups
(Section 2.2). Section 3 details the procedure for determin-
ing redshifts (Section 3.1) and includes an overall summary
of the survey completeness (Section 3.3). In Section 3.2 we
analyze the redshift accuracy using both internal and exter-
nal comparisons. Our results are discussed in Section 4 and
summarized in Section 5. Appendix A contains survey com-
pleteness tables for each sight line. Throughout this paper
we adopt WMAP9 cosmological values from Hinshaw et al.
(2013), including H0 = 69.7 kms−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.718 and
Ωm = 0.282.
2. OBSERVATIONS
The design and execution of two separate but related
galaxy redshift surveys are detailed below. The first surveys
galaxies near AGN sight lines observed by the HST/COS
GTO team, and the second searches for additional group
members in SDSS galaxy groups probed by HST/COS.
2.1. COS GTO Galaxy Redshift Survey
The COS GTO galaxy redshift survey was designed to ob-
tain redshifts for all galaxies with g < 20 that are within 20′
of each of the 40 AGN sight lines targeted by the HST/COS
GTO team. We successfully observed galaxies near 38 of
these sight lines, whose names, positions, and redshifts are
listed in Table 1 along with the color excess along the line
of sight as measured by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) and
the abbreviations used to identify the sight lines in the sup-
plementary data products. The two sight lines that were ob-
served by the HST/COS GTO team, but not included in this
survey, are (1) PKS 0003+148, which was hard to access
from the southern hemisphere when we were observing sight
lines with similar RAs, and (2) PKS 0405–123, which has ex-
tensive galaxy survey results to fainter magnitudes already in
the literature (e.g., Chen & Mulchaey 2009; Prochaska et al.
2011; Johnson et al. 2013).
Whenever possible, we used photometry and photometric
redshifts (zphot) from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;
Alam et al. 2015) to choose our spectroscopic targets (see
below). SDSS zphot values have typical uncertainties of
σphot = 0.025 (Beck et al. 2017) and catastrophic failure rates
(differences in spectroscopic and photometric redshift deter-
minations that exceed 3σphot) of≈ 1.6% (see Beck et al. 2017
for a detailed discussion). When SDSS imaging was unavail-
able (primarily in the southern hemisphere) we obtained our
own images of the sight lines using the MOSAIC imagers
of the Blanco 4-m telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory2 (40′× 40′ field of view) and the WIYN 0.9-m
telescope at Kitt Peak National Observatory3 (60′×60′ field
of view).
These observations are detailed in Table 2, which lists the
sight-line name, telescope, observation date, and exposure
time in the SDSS g,r, i filters, respectively. While the imag-
ing depth achieved depends on the observing conditions, typ-
ical limiting magnitudes for point sources in Blanco data are
23.9, 24.2, and 24.2 in g-, r-, and i-band, respectively. In
WIYN 0.9-m data we typically reach 22.1 mag in g-band,
22.3 mag in r-band, and 21.9 mag in i-band.
2 https://www.noao.edu/ctio/mosaic/
3 http://www.astro.wisc.edu/our-science/
research-observatories/wiyn-09m-telescope/mosaic/
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Table 2. Journal of Imaging Observations toward COS GTO Sight Lines
Sight Line Telescope Date Exposures (ksec)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
3C 57 Blanco 2008 Sep 23 0.5,0.5,0.5
HE 0153–4520 Blanco 2008 Sep 22-23 0.6,0.6,0.6
HE 0226–4110 Blanco 2008 Sep 21 0.5,0.5,0.5
HE 0435–5304 Blanco 2008 Sep 21 0.5,0.5,0.5
HE 0439–5254 Blanco 2008 Sep 23 0.5,0.5,0.5
PHL 1811 Blanco 2008 Sep 22 0.5,0.5,0.5
PKS 0003+158 Blanco 2008 Sep 21 0.5,0.5,0.5
PKS 0405–123 Blanco 2008 Sep 23 0.5,0.5,0.5
PKS 2005–489 Blanco 2008 Sep 21 0.5,0.5,0.5
RX J0439.6–5311 Blanco 2008 Sep 22-23 0.6,0.6,0.6
RX J2154.1–4414 Blanco 2008 Sep 23 0.5,0.5,0.5
S5 0716+714 WIYN 0.9-m 2008 Feb 9, 2009 Feb 22 3.1,3.1,3.1
VII Zw 244 WIYN 0.9-m 2008 Feb 9 2.2,2.2,2.2
NOTE—Column 4 lists the total exposure time in the SDSS g,r, i filters.
Spectroscopic targets were identified by generating a list of
all galaxies with g< 20 located within 20′ of the AGN sight
line, and removing those galaxies with known redshifts. The
remaining targets were assigned priority levels based on their
brightness and photometric redshift (when available). Bright
galaxies with g < 18 were given highest priority, regardless
of photometric redshift. Fainter galaxies with 18 < g < 20
were given lower priority, and only targeted if their pho-
tometric redshifts were no more than σphot larger than the
AGN redshift. The lowest priority targets were those that fell
outside our completeness goals (i.e., galaxies with g > 20
and/or positions > 20′ from the AGN sight line), and were
only targeted if their photometric redshifts were no more
than σphot larger than the AGN redshift. We observed ob-
jects with known redshifts, or with photometric redshifts
above our thresholds, as “extra” targets in a configuration
only when no higher-priority galaxies could be accommo-
dated. In fields where photometric redshifts from SDSS are
unavailable, spectroscopic target selection was based solely
on apparent g-band magnitude and proximity to the QSO
sight line.
Multi-object spectroscopy for this survey was performed
with the HYDRA spectrograph on the WIYN 3.5-m tele-
scope at Kitt Peak National Observatory (Barden et al. 1993;
Bershady et al. 2008) or the AAΩ spectrograph on the 3.9-m
Anglo-Australian Telescope at Siding Springs Observatory
(Sharp et al. 2006). Table 3 lists the sight-line name, tele-
scope, observation date(s), and exposure time per fiber con-
figuration for our spectroscopic observations.
At WIYN/HYDRA, we used the 600@10.1 grating cen-
tered at 5200 Å with the blue cables and the Bench Camera,
yielding a spectral resolution of R ≈ 1200 over the wave-
length range 3800-6600 Å. While the S/N achieved generally
decreases as the galaxy’s apparent magnitude increases, the
relationship is not straightforward due to variations in ob-
serving conditions and galaxy surface brightness. The S/N
of spectra obtained with this instrument is 11+8−5 per pixel, and
the g-band magnitude of targeted galaxies is 19.4+0.5−0.7; quoted
values are medians and ranges indicate the 16th and 84th per-
centile values.
At AAT/AAΩ, we used the 580V and 385R gratings cen-
tered at 4800 and 7250 Å, respectively, yielding a spectral
resolution of R ≈ 1300 over the wavelength range 3700-
8800 Å. The S/N of spectra obtained with this setup is 6+10−3
per pixel, and the galaxy g-band magnitude range is 19.9+0.7−1.3.
With both instruments, we chose our wavelength coverage
to ensure we were sensitive to Ca II H & K absorption from
z ≈ 0 galaxies. Most redshifts in this survey were obtained
with WIYN/HYDRA, so the wavelength of Hα is not usu-
ally covered, and direct measurement of galaxy star forma-
tion rate is not possible.
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Table 3. Journal of COS GTO MOS Observations
Sight Line Telescope Date Exposures (ksec)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
1ES 1028+511 WIYN 2010 Feb 12-13 13.5,10.8
1ES 1553+113 WIYN 2010 Feb 12-15 10.8,8.1,8.1
1SAX J1032.3+5051 WIYN 2010 Feb 15 8.1,8.1
3C 57 AAT 2013 Sep 7 10.2
3C 263 WIYN 2008 Feb 7-8 8.1,8.1
FBQS J1010+3003 WIYN 2008 Feb 9-11 8.1,8.1,8.1
H 1821+643 WIYN 2014 Jun 25-26 8.1,8.1,8.1
HE 0153–4520 AAT 2012 Aug 12,14 8.1,8.1
HE 0226–4110 AAT 2012 Aug 11,13 9.6,8.1
HE 0435–5304 AAT 2012 Aug 10-14, 2013 Sep 6-7 8.1,13.5,10.8,10.8,18.9
HE 0439–5254 AAT 2012 Aug 10-14, 2013 Sep 6-7 8.1,13.5,10.8,10.8,18.9
HS 1102+3441 WIYN 2012 Mar 24-26, 2012 Apr 18,22 8.1,8.1,17.5
Mrk 421 WIYN 2009 Feb 23 8.1
PG 0832+251 WIYN 2008 Feb 7-8, 2009 Feb 23, 2010 Feb 17 24.3,8.1
PG 0953+414 WIYN 2008 Feb 9-11 8.1,8.1,8.1
PG 1001+291 WIYN 2008 Feb 7-8 8.1,8.1
PG 1048+342 WIYN 2010 Feb 18-19 9.0,8.1
PG 1115+407 WIYN 2012 Mar 25, 2012 Apr 19 8.1,8.1
PG 1116+215 WIYN 2011 Apr 5-6, 2012 Apr 20 8.1,18.9
PG 1121+422 WIYN 2008 Feb 9-11 8.1,8.1,8.1
PG 1216+069 WIYN 2012 Apr 21-22 8.1,8.1
PG 1222+216 WIYN 2014 Feb 2-3 8.1,1.9
PG 1259+593 WIYN 2009 Feb 23, 2010 Feb 16-17 13.5,8.1,8.1
PG 1424+240 WIYN 2012 Apr 19, 2013 Mar 5 16.2
PG 1626+554 WIYN 2013 Mar 5, 2014 Jun 25-26 13.5,8.1,8.1
PHL 1811 AAT 2012 Aug 10-11,14 8.1,8.1,8.1
PKS 2005–489 AAT 2012 Aug 10-12 8.1,8.1,8.1
Q 1230+011 WIYN 2013 Mar 5, 2014 Feb 2 13.5
RX J0439.6–5311 AAT 2012 Aug 10-14, 2013 Sep 6-7 8.1,13.5,10.8,10.8,18.9
RX J2154.1–4414 AAT 2012 Aug 12-13, 2013 Sep 5-6 8.1,8.1,16.2
S5 0716+714 WIYN 2010 Feb 19, 2010 Apr 14-15, 2011 Apr 5,7 8.1,8.1,16.2,13.5
SBS 1108+560 WIYN 2010 Feb 16-17 8.1,8.1,8.1
SBS 1122+594 WIYN 2009 Feb 23, 2010 Feb 14 8.1,8.1,8.1
SDSS J1439+3932 WIYN 2008 Feb 7-11 8.1,5.4,10.8
Table 3 continued
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Table 3 (continued)
Sight Line Telescope Date Exposures (ksec)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Ton 236 WIYN 2010 Apr 14-15, 2011 Apr 5-7, 2012 Mar 24-25, 2012 Apr 22 24.3,24.3,13.5
Ton 580 WIYN 2010 Apr 14-15 8.1,8.1
Ton 1187 WIYN 2013 Mar 5 8.1
VII Zw 244 WIYN 2010 Feb 12-16 10.0,8.1,8.1,8.1
NOTE—Column 4 lists the total exposure time per configuration.
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Figure 1. Histogram showing the distribution of AGN redshifts
from Table 1 and Table 4.
2.2. Galaxy Group Survey
The galaxy group survey was designed to support HST/COS
observations of AGN that probe SDSS-selected galaxy
groups (Stocke et al. 2017). These groups have modest
numbers of SDSS galaxies (N = 3-10), so we have designed
a survey aimed at increasing the number of group members
to N & 20 per group. This allows various observed (e.g.,
group velocity dispersion) and inferred (e.g., group halo
mass) group properties to be well-constrained (Stocke et al.
2018). The 10 sight lines observed as part of this study are
listed in Table 4, along with their positions, redshifts, color
excesses, and the abbreviations used for the sight lines in the
supplementary data products.
Unlike the COS GTO galaxy redshift survey, this survey
was not designed to be complete around the AGN sight line.
Instead, we placed fibers on galaxies with unknown redshift
near the SDSS group centers. Bright galaxies (g< 18) within
20′ of the group center were given highest priority regard-
less of their photometric redshift, followed by fainter galax-
ies (18< g< 20) with photometric redshifts within 2σ of the
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Figure 2. Histogram showing the distribution of galaxy redshifts
from Table 6. Sixteen galaxies with z > 0.5 are not shown, and the
lowest redshift bin has a significant contribution from misclassified
stars.
SDSS group redshift, then galaxies with g < 20 that were
located 20′-30′ from the group center and had photomet-
ric redshifts within 2σ of the group redshift. We observed
fewer configurations per sight line for this survey because
our goal was not high completeness, but rather a fair sam-
pling of potential group members. We were not concerned
with identifying all possible group members so long as we
found enough so that the group is well-characterized.
Multi-object spectroscopy for this survey was performed
with WIYN/HYDRA and MMT/Hectospec (Fabricant et al.
2005). A journal of our observations is shown in Ta-
ble 5, which lists the sight line name, telescope, observation
date(s), and exposure time per fiber configuration. Four of
the 10 sight lines in this survey were observed with both
WIYN/HYDRA and MMT/Hectospec.
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Table 4. SDSS Group Sight Lines Surveyed
Sight Line RA Dec zema E(B−V ) Abbrev
(J2000) (J2000) (mag)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
B 1612+266 16:14:10.62 26:32:50.5 0.395 0.0361 b1612
CSO 1022 13:53:26.12 36:20:49.5 0.285 0.0130 cso1022
CSO 1080 15:05:27.60 29:47:18.4 0.526 0.0189 cso1080
FBQS J1030+3102 10:30:59.09 31:02:55.7 0.178 0.0168 fbqs1030
FBQS J1519+2838 15:19:36.15 28:38:27.6 0.270 0.0227 fbqs1519
RBS 711 08:36:58.91 44:26:02.3 0.255 0.0244 rbs711
SBS 0956+509 09:59:31.67 50:44:49.1 0.143 0.0154 sbs0956
SDSS J1028+2119 10:28:14.56 21:19:55.1 0.374 0.0201 sdss1028
SDSS J1333+4518 13:33:00.83 45:18:09.0 0.320 0.0136 sdss1333
SDSS J1540–0205 15:40:19.46 –02:05:05.4 0.320 0.1309 sdss1540
a The emission-line redshift of the QSO as listed in the NASA Extragalactic Database
(NED).
Table 5. Journal of SDSS Group MOS Observations
Sight Line Telescope Date Exposures (ksec)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
B 1612+266 MMT 2016 May 10 3.6
WIYN 2017 Mar 4 7.2
CSO 1022 MMT 2016 Jun 7,9 3.6,3.6
CSO 1080 MMT 2016 Jun 7,9 3.6,3.6
FBQS J1030+3102 MMT 2017 Feb 24-25 3.6,3.6
FBQS J1519+2838 MMT 2016 Jun 7,8,28 3.6,3.6,3.6
RBS 711 MMT 2017 Feb 2 3.6,3.6
WIYN 2016 Mar 12 ,2017 Mar 3-4 8.1,8.1,2.7
SBS 0956+509 MMT 2016 Jun 9, 2017 Feb 21 3.6,3.6
SDSS J1028+2119 MMT 2017 Feb 23 3.6
WIYN 2016 Mar 12, 2017 Mar 4 1.5,8.1
SDSS J1333+4518 MMT 2016 May 7, 2016 Jun 28 3.6,3.6
WIYN 2016 Mar 12 4.5
SDSS J1540–0205 MMT 2016 May 8 3.6
NOTE—Column 4 lists the total exposure time per configuration.
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At WIYN/HYDRA we again used the 600@10.1 grating
centered at 5200 Å (R≈ 1200 from 3800-6600 Å); the S/N
of these spectra is 9+5−3 per pixel, and the galaxy g-band mag-
nitude range is 19.4+0.5−0.7. At MMT/Hectospec, we used the
270 gpm grating to achieve R ≈ 1000 from 3700-9100 Å;
the S/N of these spectra is 7+6−3 per pixel, and the galaxy g-
band magnitude range is 19.8+0.7−0.8. As before, we chose our
wavelength coverage to ensure sensitivity to Ca II H & K ab-
sorption at z≈ 0.
3. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Figure 1-2 show the distribution of AGN redshifts from Ta-
ble 1 and Table 4, and galaxy redshifts from Table 6, respec-
tively. All but seven of the AGN sight lines have zem < 0.5,
and most of the galaxies whose redshifts we retrieve (see Sec-
tion 3.1) have zgal < 0.2.
Most of our sight lines are in the SDSS footprint, which
allowed us to use photometry and photometric redshifts from
the SDSS SkyServer4 for spectroscopic target selection. For
other sight lines, reduced and co-added versions of MOSAIC
images taken at CTIO were provided by the National Opti-
cal Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) Science Archive5. MO-
SAIC images obtained at the WIYN 0.9-m telescope were
reduced and co-added using the mosaic reduction package
(mscred) of IRAF (Valdes 1998). Galaxy positions and
photometry were extracted from co-added MOSAIC images
using the Picture Processing Package (PPP; Yee 1991) for
use in spectroscopic target selection for these sight lines.
All HYDRA data were reduced and extracted using the
NOAO’s hydra IRAF package6. Data from AAT/AAΩ
were reduced and extracted using the Australian Astronom-
ical Observatory’s stand-alone reduction software 2dfdr7.
Finally, MMT/Hectospec data were reduced in IDL using
the HSRed reduction pipeline8. The end product of all of
these reduction procedures are one-dimensional, wavelength-
calibrated text files for each galaxy observed as part of a con-
figuration; if an individual galaxy was observed more than
once then it will have an extracted spectrum for each obser-
vation. A rudimentary spectrophotometric flux calibration is
applied for HYDRA data, but AAΩ and Hectospec data have
extracted fluxes and uncertainties in units of countss−1.
3.1. Redshift Measurement
Galaxy redshifts are assigned from a by-eye verification
and correction of initial automated redshifts. The automated
4 http://skyserver.sdss.org
5 http://archive.noao.edu
6 http://iraf.noao.edu/tutorials/dohydra/dohydra.
html
7 https://www.aao.gov.au/science/instruments/
current/AAOmega/reduction
8 http://www.mmto.org/node/536
routine takes three approaches. The first is a cross-correlation
with SDSS spectral templates9, but this was generally found
to be an ineffective method due to the poor spectrophotome-
try of the spectra, particularly near the bandpass edges. More
effective are the two line-search methods, the first of which
looks for emission lines (Mg II 2799 Å, [O II] 3728 Å, Hβ,
[O III] 4959/5007 Å, Hα) and the second of which looks for
absorption lines (Ca II H & K, G-band, Mg I b, Na I D). An
à trous wavelet (wavelet “with holes”; i.e., edge avoiding;
Starck, Siebenmorgen, & Gredel 1997) is applied to the spec-
tra, with parameters optimized on a training set for our reso-
lution and lines of interest. Cuts are made to find lines above
the S/N. The routine searches for doublet lines (Ca II H & K,
[O III] 4959/5007 Å), and searches for line identifications that
maximize other detected lines matching to known lines. Con-
sistent redshifts from several lines together are given higher
probability, as are stronger lines.
This approach is generally effective for good S/N galaxies,
particularly those with emission lines. However, its accu-
racy is not enough to enable raw use of the automated re-
sults. Sometimes lines are present, beneath our S/N thresh-
old, or the automated guess for the strongest line was mis-
taken. Noise vectors are also sometimes incorrect. The re-
sults of the automated routine are thus verified and corrected
by eye, with the program’s guesses for each method (cross-
correlation, emission lines, and absorption lines) presented to
the user to accept or correct. If the redshift needed correction,
the user would correct a known line to its proper location, and
the program would center on this line.
The final object redshift estimates are made by using
whichever method was verified as “good”, combining emis-
sion and absorption redshifts if they were both good and
agreed with each other to within δz = 0.002. If they dis-
agreed, emission redshifts were preferred. Uncertainty was
estimated from agreement of all lines, with an additional
15 kms−1 added in quadrature to account for wavelength
calibration uncertainty.
Table 6 lists basic and derived information for the nearly
9,000 galaxies observed as part of the COS GTO or galaxy
group redshift surveys for which we have redshift determina-
tions. The basic information includes the galaxy name, sky
position, redshift, and apparent g-, r- and i-band magnitudes.
In addition, the galaxy’s luminosity, virial radius, halo mass,
stellar mass, and impact parameter with respect to the QSO
sight line are listed. We are disseminating all of the individ-
ual galaxy spectra we have acquired [doi:10.17909/T9XH52]
as a MAST High-Level Science Product10.
9 http://www.sdss.org/dr7/algorithms/
spectemplates/
10 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/igm-gal/
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The galaxy name is a combination of the sight-line ab-
breviation (Table 1 and 4), the galaxy’s position angle with
respect to the sight line (in degrees), and the galaxy’s angular
distance from the sight line (in arcsec)11. The tabulated lumi-
nosities are calculated in the rest-frame g-band (M∗g = −20.3;
Montero-Dorta & Prada 2009) using K-corrections from
Chilingarian, Melchior, & Zolotukhin (2010) and Chilingar-
ian & Zolotukhin (2012). A galaxy’s virial radius and halo
mass are estimated from its rest-frame g-band luminosity
using the prescription of Stocke et al. (2013), and the stel-
lar mass is calculated from the galaxy’s rest-frame i-band
luminosity using Equation 8 of Taylor et al. (2011).
For the luminosity calculations, the apparent magnitudes in
Table 6 are corrected for the effects of Galactic foreground
extinction using the sight-line color excesses (Table 1 and
Table 4) and the reddening law of Fitzpatrick (1999) with
RV = 3.1. The analytic K-corrections of Chilingarian et al.
(2010) are only defined for z < 0.5, so the rare objects in
Table 6 at larger redshift have their K-corrections evaluated
at z = 0.5 and should be treated with caution. We also con-
strain the galaxy colors to the range −0.1 ≤ g− r ≤ 1.9 and
0 ≤ g − i ≤ 3 (in the observed frame) when evaluating the
K-corrections and −0.2 ≤ g − i ≤ 1.6 (rest-frame) when de-
termining the stellar mass to ensure that we are not extrapo-
lating beyond the color range used to define the relationships.
The final column of Table 6 can be used to determine
whether a galaxy is near a COS absorption-line system: a
value of 3 indicates that a galaxy is the closest known galaxy
within 20′ of an IGM H I absorber; a value of 2 indicates
that it is the closest galaxy in Table 6 to an absorber, but a
closer galaxy is known from SDSS or other sources; a value
of 1 indicates that a galaxy is within 1000 kms−1 of an ab-
sorber but is not the closest galaxy to that absorber; and a
value of 0 indicates that a galaxy is not within 1000 kms−1
of any absorber. Absorption-line redshifts are taken from
the HST/COS IGM survey of Danforth et al. (2016) and
the galaxy groups analysis of Stocke et al. (2018). Three-
dimensional galaxy-absorber distances, D, are calculated us-
ing a reduced-Hubble-flow model with vred = 400 kms−1, and
the “closest” galaxy is defined to be the galaxy within 20′ and
1000 kms−1 of the absorber that has the smallest D/Rvir (see
Section 4.1 for details).
Despite our efforts to avoid stars when conducting our
galaxy redshift surveys, they were occasionally observed. In
Table 6 we assume that any object with z < 0.001 is a star,
in which case we set the final column to −1 and do not cal-
culate any of the derived galaxy quantities (luminosity, virial
radius, halo mass, stellar mass, or impact parameter).
11 For example, the first galaxy in Table 6 is located 31′′ from the
1ES 1028+511 sight line at a position angle of 114◦.
Finally, one of the GTO sight lines included in our galaxy
redshift survey (SDSS J1439+3932) was never observed with
COS. We include the redshift measurements for these galax-
ies in Table 6, but set the final column to −2 since the ab-
sorber locations are unknown.
3.2. Redshift Accuracy
While the formal redshift uncertainties listed in Table 6
and described above are the only method we have to assign
uncertainty to individual redshift determinations, additional
estimates are possible using aggregates of galaxies with sim-
ilar properties. We perform both internal and external val-
idations of the redshifts provided in Table 6 using galaxies
that we observed multiple times and galaxies that have SDSS
redshift measurements, respectively.
3.2.1. Internal Consistency
There are two reasons that individual galaxies were ob-
served multiple times in our program. The first is that faint
galaxies (g > 19) were sometimes assigned to multiple con-
figuration files to increase their S/N. The second reason is
that a single configuration file was sometimes observed mul-
tiple times due to weather or instrument problems with the
first observation, or because a particular sight line was prefer-
entially positioned during an available observation window.
All told, our surveys include 2,153 galaxies that were ob-
served twice or more (the maximum number of observations
for a single galaxy is six). After removing any observations
that did not result in a redshift determination, we calculated
the velocity difference (∆v = c∆z) between individual red-
shift measurements and sorted them by telescope/instrument
combination. Next, the duplicate spectra were visually clas-
sified as emission-line galaxies with strong emission and lit-
tle to no absorption, absorption-line galaxies with strong ab-
sorption and little to no emission, or composite galaxies that
show evidence of significant emission and absorption. Fi-
nally, we calculated the average and standard deviation of
the velocity offsets for each instrument and type of galaxy.
Table 7 displays the results of our analysis.
Sight lines in the COS GTO survey were never observed
with more than one spectrograph (Table 3). This means
that redshift comparisons for these sight lines primarily
characterize the consistency of our redshift measurement
procedure (Section 3.1). The first three rows of Table 7
are for data taken with AAT/AAΩ, MMT/Hectospec, and
WIYN/HYDRA, respectively. They show that none of the
instruments has a large characteristic offset between repeated
redshift measurements of any galaxy type, with typical val-
ues of |∆v| < 10 kms−1. Further, the velocity distributions
for emission-line galaxies (σv ∼ 50 kms−1) are consistently
narrower than the distributions for absorption-line galax-
ies (σv ∼ 100 kms−1), with the composite galaxies having
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Table 7. Redshift Comparisons for Duplicate Observations
Sample Absorption-Line Galaxies Composite Galaxies Emission-Line Galaxies
N ∆v σv N ∆v σv N ∆v σv
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
AAT 24 13±47 197±45 35 20±13 78±11 7 4±13 32±14
MMT 71 12±12 101±10 202 4±3 54±3 46 11±8 52±6
WIYN 253 −9±5 92±4 544 −2±4 87±3 71 6±7 60±5
Combined 348 −4±5 100±4 781 0±3 81±2 124 10±5 57±4
WIYN + MMT 37 −49±20 118±18 60 −39±10 76±7 20 −12±10 43±10
External (SDSS) 154 −9±4 60±3 94 −10±5 50±4 12 −8±3 13±3
NOTE—The mean velocity offset,∆v, and standard deviation, σv, are given in units of kms−1.
intermediate values. There are hints of differences in charac-
teristic widths between the instruments, but the small sample
sizes of the AAT and MMT datasets preclude us from draw-
ing firm conclusions.
The fourth row of Table 7 shows the results of combining
the previous three rows to maximize the sample size for any
galaxy type. The distribution of velocity offsets for this com-
bined sample is shown in Figure 3 for each galaxy type. The
overlaid Gaussians are not fits to the data, but rather expecta-
tions based on the measured means and standard deviations
if the data are normally distributed (i.e., the only free param-
eters are mean,∆v, and standard deviation, σv; the amplitude
is proportional to σ−1v ). In all cases the Gaussian expectations
from Table 7 are a reasonable description of the data.
Some of our galaxy group sight lines were observed with
both WIYN and MMT (Table 5), allowing us to search for
systematic offsets in redshifts derived from HYDRA and
Hectospec spectra that may arise due to varying wavelength
coverage and S/N. The fifth row of Table 7 shows the re-
sults for ∼ 120 galaxies that have redshift determinations
from both WIYN and MMT. The widths of the velocity dis-
tributions for each type of galaxy are very similar to what
we found in our single-instrument analyses, but there is a
20-50 kms−1 characteristic difference (2-4σ significance) be-
tween the two measurements. There is no clear cause for
this discrepancy, but the instrumental setups do differ; with
our chosen gratings (Section 2) WIYN/HYDRA has a wave-
length coverage of 3800-6600 Å (notably, this means that we
rarely observe Hα emission) and resolutionR≈ 1200, while
MMT/Hectospec covers 3700-9100 Å at somewhat lower
resolution (R≈ 1000).
3.2.2. External Validation
As described in Section 2, we allowed galaxies with known
SDSS redshifts to be observed as “extra” targets in our con-
figurations if no additional objects with unknown redshift
could be accommodated in the configuration design. This
choice now gives us the opportunity to externally validate
our redshift measurements with SDSS. To gather the largest
possible sample we entered the galaxy positions from Table 6
into the SDSS CrossID tool12, then cleaned the results to re-
move spurious matches.
This resulted in 260 galaxies with measurements in both
SDSS and Table 6. The last row of Table 7 shows how
our redshift measurements compare to the SDSS values for
absorption-line, emission-line, and composite galaxies. The
galaxy classification was performed exactly as before (i.e.,
from visual inspection of our spectra) to minimize system-
atic biases. Approximately 1/3 of the galaxies with SDSS
redshifts are in regions surveyed only by WIYN, ∼ 1/4 are
in regions surveyed only with MMT, and ∼ 40% are near
sight lines surveyed with both telescopes.
Our redshift measurements show excellent agreement with
the SDSS values, as shown in Figure 4. The average velocity
offset between them is∼ 10 kms−1 for all three galaxy types,
which is small enough to be consistent with zero in all cases.
As with our internal comparison, we find that the widths
of the velocity distributions are narrower for emission-line
galaxies than absorption-line galaxies, with composite galax-
ies having intermediate values.
Interestingly, the standard deviations between our redshifts
and the SDSS values are smaller than the standard deviations
12 http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr14/en/tools/
crossid/crossid.aspx
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Figure 3. Velocity offsets for galaxies with multiple observations
from a single spectrograph. Emission-line galaxies have a narrower
distribution than composite and absorption-line galaxies, and no
significant systematic offsets are found.
from our internal consistency checks for all galaxy types.
This is probably because galaxies with SDSS spectra are
brighter (r< 17.8; Strauss et al. 2002) than the typical galax-
ies we surveyed. Thus, their redshift estimates are more pre-
cise by virtue of having high S/N. Conversely, our internal
consistency comparisons (Section 3.2.1) include fainter ob-
jects with lower S/N and less precise redshift measurements.
3.3. Completeness
In this Section, the completeness of these observations
and this survey are discussed using several different mea-
sures. The first two measures (“observational completeness”
and “targeting completeness”) describe how efficiently red-
shifts were determined from the spectra obtained and how
efficiently each sight line was observed for galaxies, respec-
Figure 4. Velocity offsets for galaxies with SDSS spectra. As with
Figure 3, emission-line galaxies have a narrower distribution than
composite and absorption-line galaxies, and no significant system-
atic offsets are found.
tively. Many observational variables affect these two com-
pleteness measures, including transparency, seeing, total in-
tegration time obtained, galaxy central surface brightness and
galaxy spectral classification (emission, absorption or com-
posite; see Section 3.2). These values provide an indication
about whether re-observing fields with low completeness val-
ues would be important to do or not. The third measure,
“overall completeness” is the important number for users of
this survey as it provides a quantitative measurement of the
likelihood that all or nearly all galaxies which are potentially
associated with an absorber have been identified. These val-
ues are generally quite high (> 80%), excepting for the sight
lines which targeted nearby galaxy groups where the overall
completeness typically exceeds 60% by design.
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Table 8. Survey Completeness Measures for Individual Sight Lines
Sight Line Obs. Comp. Targ. Comp. Overall Comp. glim θlim Lim. Comp.
(%) (%) (%) (mag) (arcmin) (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
1ES 1028+511 100.0 98.5 89.0 20.0 18.9 90.9
1ES 1553+113 99.2 64.8 94.7 20.0 20.0 94.7
1SAX J1032.3+5051 100.0 95.5 93.7 20.0 20.0 93.7
3C 57 13.2 76.5 21.8
3C 263 97.3 94.7 85.3 20.0 12.5 91.1
B 1612+266 98.7 72.8 61.3 18.1 19.6 92.0
CSO 1022 94.6 49.0 62.6 19.3 11.7 90.6
CSO 1080 91.4 83.8 74.2 19.5 10.7 91.7
FBQS J1010+3003 100.0 97.1 87.0 20.0 12.9 90.1
FBQS J1030+3102 84.6 85.7 76.3 19.6 5.5 90.9
FBQS J1519+2838 93.8 56.6 73.2 20.0 6.5 91.3
H 1821+643 96.6 96.0 87.0
HE 0153–4520 84.8 98.9 95.6 20.0 20.0 95.6
HE 0226–4110 80.7 97.3 90.5 20.0 20.0 90.5
HE 0435–5304 71.6 100.0 72.9 19.4 7.7 92.3
HE 0439–5254 64.2 94.4 71.6 18.7 9.5 93.8
HS 1102+3441 100.0 88.7 87.9 20.0 16.9 90.5
Mrk 421 97.4 56.7 84.6
PG 0832+251 98.8 88.8 85.4 20.0 8.6 90.5
PG 0953+414 95.2 91.7 81.2 20.0 9.3 90.2
PG 1001+291 99.1 88.1 85.3 20.0 14.3 90.5
PG 1048+342 100.0 92.2 87.1 20.0 17.1 90.3
PG 1115+407 100.0 93.3 95.9 20.0 20.0 95.9
PG 1116+215 99.1 59.7 83.9 20.0 15.0 90.7
PG 1121+422 99.2 98.5 92.8 20.0 20.0 92.8
PG 1216+069 95.1 91.1 90.3 20.0 20.0 90.3
PG 1222+216 95.0 45.4 52.3 19.2 13.1 90.5
PG 1259+593 100.0 95.4 91.8 20.0 20.0 91.8
PG 1424+240 98.4 57.6 70.0 20.0 8.6 92.3
PG 1626+554 96.4 83.4 79.6 20.0 9.3 91.9
PHL 1811 69.5 98.2 83.9 20.0 13.9 90.4
PKS 2005–489 72.1 88.9 81.5
Q 1230+0115 100.0 86.9 83.5 19.6 8.7 90.9
Table 8 continued
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Table 8 (continued)
Sight Line Obs. Comp. Targ. Comp. Overall Comp. glim θlim Lim. Comp.
(%) (%) (%) (mag) (arcmin) (%)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
RBS 711 90.2 88.6 77.3 20.0 9.4 90.9
RX J0439.6–5311 60.0 91.1 64.0 17.8 20.0 91.2
RX J2154.1–4414 55.4 100.0 75.2 19.6 6.4 93.3
S5 0716+714 95.4 57.0 53.5 18.9 15.5 90.6
SBS 0956+509 88.9 72.3 78.6 20.0 4.9 90.5
SBS 1108+560 100.0 93.8 92.0 20.0 20.0 92.0
SBS 1122+594 99.3 92.5 92.2 20.0 20.0 92.2
SDSS J1028+2119 96.0 71.1 57.1 20.0 4.2 92.3
SDSS J1333+4518 99.1 99.2 78.0 20.0 3.8 90.9
SDSS J1439+3932 93.8 98.6 89.9 20.0 17.8 90.3
SDSS J1540–0205 95.7 63.2 70.7 20.0 4.7 93.8
Ton 236 98.8 69.6 89.6 20.0 19.2 90.3
Ton 580 100.0 100.0 93.8 20.0 20.0 93.8
Ton 1187 100.0 86.0 87.7 19.7 20.0 90.2
VII Zw 244 99.6 84.6 84.6 20.0 18.8 90.1
NOTE—Observational completeness is the fraction of objects observed for which we could retrieve a redshift.
Targeting completeness is the fraction of available targets that were observed. Overall completeness is the
fraction of all targets with g < 20 within 20′ of the sight line for which redshifts are available from this
survey or other sources. The quantities glim and θlim define a volume around the sight line for which the
overall completeness is at least 90%, and the limiting completeness is the actual completeness level within
that volume. See Section 3.3 for details.
Table 8 lists several measures of completeness for each
sight line surveyed. The first is the observational complete-
ness, or the fraction of all observed galaxies for which we
were able to determine a redshift, regardless of their ap-
parent brightness or location with respect to the QSO sight
line. These values are generally quite high, with ∼ 25%
of the sight lines being 100% complete and ∼ 75% having
observational completenesses > 90%. Only two sight lines
(4%) have observational completenesses < 60%. Northern-
hemisphere sight lines tend to have higher observational
completeness than southern-hemisphere ones. We attribute
this to the fact that we were granted more observing time
in the northern hemisphere, which enabled us to re-observe
sight lines that experienced poor weather or instrumental
problems in their initial observations. Thus, the root cause
of the lower observational completeness in southern hemi-
sphere sight lines is lower S/N in the data (see Section 2).
The second measure of completeness in Table 8 is the tar-
geting completeness, or the fraction of all targeted galaxies
located within 20′ of the QSO sight line with g < 20 that
were observed. Recall that our target lists exclude galax-
ies with known redshifts from SDSS or other sources (Sec-
tion 2). Approximately 2/3 of the sight lines have targeting
completeness > 80%, and no sight line has < 40%. The ten
sight lines that were observed as part of the galaxy group sur-
vey (Section 2.2) have lower targeting completenesses than
those observed as part of the COS GTO survey (Section 2.1).
This difference is by design (see Section 2.2 for details), but
it is clear that the targeting completeness for the galaxy group
sight lines is large enough to achieve their goal of a fair sam-
pling of potential group members.
The third completeness measure in Table 8 is the overall
completeness, which is defined as the fraction of all galax-
ies with g < 20 located within 20′ of the sight line that
have known redshifts from Table 6, SDSS, or other pub-
lished sources. To be consistent with our configuration de-
sign requirements (Section 2), we also require that galax-
ies have photometric redshifts (when available) no more than
σphot larger than the AGN redshift for inclusion in the overall
completeness calculation. In non-SDSS fields where photo-
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metric redshifts were unavailable, the overall completeness
is based solely on apparent g-band magnitude and proximity
to the QSO sight line. The overall completeness has a larger
spread of values than the observational and targeting com-
pletenesses; nevertheless, > 85% (41/48) of the sight lines
have overall completeness> 70% and only one sight line has
a value < 50%.
These overall completeness values are conservative in the
sense that they are likely lower limits on the actual complete-
ness in any one sight line, or in the survey overall. This is
because we have used photometric redshifts for some galax-
ies proximate to the sight lines. We include galaxies without
spectroscopic redshifts but whose photometric redshifts are
consistent with being foreground to the AGN (see above) as
adding to the incompleteness of the survey. In non-SDSS
fields no photometric redshifts are used so that the incom-
pleteness is overestimated even more.
Any single number is a crude measure of the completeness
of a survey. Thus, we provide two additional estimates of the
survey completeness around our sight lines. One measure
is found in Appendix A, which provides tables for individual
sight lines listing overall completeness values in bins of mag-
nitude and impact parameter from the QSO sight line. The
other measure searches for regions surrounding each sight
line where the overall completeness is > 90% for angular
separations of θ ≤ θlim and apparent g-band magnitudes of
g ≤ glim. When performing this search we prioritized being
complete to fainter magnitudes (larger glim) over being com-
plete to larger impact parameters, and we required the search
volume to contain at least 10 galaxies. The values of glim,
θlim, and the limiting (overall) completeness in this region
are listed in Columns 5-7 of Table 8, respectively.
Unfortunately, four of our sight lines (3C 57, H 1821+643,
Mrk 421, and PKS 2005–489) do not reach the limiting com-
pleteness threshold for any combination of glim and θlim in
our data. On the other hand, there are 11 sight lines (23%)
that have > 90% completeness all the way to the edge of the
survey region (i.e., glim = 20.0 and θlim = 20′), and an addi-
tional 21 sight lines (44%) that are complete to glim = 20.0
with θlim ranging from 3.8.′-18.′9. Thus, 2/3 of the sight lines
are > 90% complete to galaxies with g < 20 over some re-
gion of the survey volume.
The COS GTO survey was designed to be complete to
L . 0.1L∗ galaxies at z ≤ 0.1 located within 1 Mpc of the
sight line. A completeness limit of glim = 20.0 corresponds
to L≈ 0.15L∗ at z = 0.1 (Montero-Dorta & Prada 2009), and
1 Mpc is equivalent to θlim = 9.′0 at z = 0.1. Twenty-four of the
38 sight lines in the COS GTO survey (63%) are> 90% com-
plete to at least these thresholds; if we restrict our analysis
to the northern hemisphere, 20/29 WIYN sight lines (69%)
meet the design goals.
4. DISCUSSION
Table 6 includes several columns intended to add value be-
yond the basic observables (position, redshift, apparent mag-
nitudes) for each galaxy. Among them are the rest-frame g-
band luminosity, stellar mass, and halo mass for each galaxy.
Figure 5 compares these values to those of Chang et al.
(2015), who used photometry from SDSS and the Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) to measure the stellar mass
and luminosity of galaxies at z≤ 0.2.
The top panel of Figure 5 compares the rest-frame g-band
luminosities of the 158 galaxies that appear both in Table 6
and Chang et al. (2015). The values in Table 6 are system-
atically larger by 0.04 dex (red line) with an rms scatter of
∼ 0.02 dex, but there is no clear trend with redshift, which
we take as evidence that there are no systematic differences
in the K-corrections employed. A representative uncertainty
range is shown in the bottom-left corner of the panel by as-
suming 0.1 mag uncertainty for each measurement once un-
certainties in the Galactic foreground extinction removal and
K-corrections are accounted for. The 0.04± 0.02 dex sys-
tematic shift between the two measurements is less than this
representative uncertainty (≈ 0.06 dex).
The middle panel of Figure 5 compares the stellar mass
values for the overlapping galaxies. There is considerably
more dispersion in this relationship because each of the stel-
lar mass determinations has a 1σ uncertainty of±0.1 dex (see
representative uncertainty in bottom-left corner; Taylor et al.
2011; Chang et al. 2015). Nonetheless, it is clear that the val-
ues in Table 6 are smaller than those of Chang et al. (2015)
by 0.1 dex (red line) with an rms scatter of∼ 0.06 dex. Again
we find no clear trend with redshift. We have also compared
the stellar masses from Table 6 with the MPA-JHU measure-
ments of SDSS galaxies (Kauffmann et al. 2003; Salim et al.
2007) for the 172 galaxies in both samples and find very sim-
ilar results (systematic offset of −0.07 dex with rms scatter of
∼ 0.05 dex; blue dash-dot line).
The bottom panel of Figure 5 shows the ratio of M∗/Mh
as a function of stellar mass for 8288 galaxies from Table 6
that have robust estimates of both quantities (i.e., they have
0.001 ≤ zgal < 0.5 and observed colors in the ranges speci-
fied in Section 3.1.). Contours represent the density of the
data points and are drawn at the 1σ and 2σ levels. Inside
the contours we show the density of the data points in gray-
scale, where darker colors indicate higher density. Outside
of the 2σ contour the locations of individual data points are
shown. Most of our galaxies have logM∗/M ∼ 10.5 and
logM∗/Mh ∼ −1.
For comparison, we also show the predictions of several
recent abundance-matching analyses (Conroy & Wechsler
2009; Behroozi et al. 2010; Moster et al. 2010, 2013) evalu-
ated at z = 0.15 (the median redshift of the plotted galaxies).
While there is considerable variation in these relations, the
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Figure 5. Comparison of the luminosities (top) and stellar masses
(middle) from Table 6 with the measurements of Chang et al. (2015,
C15) as a function of redshift. Both exhibit slight systematic offsets
(solid red line) compared to the Chang et al. (2015) values but have
no clear trend with redshift. The bottom panel shows the distribu-
tion of M∗/Mh from Table 6 as a function of M∗. For a given stellar
mass, our halo masses are systematically lower than those predicted
from halo abundance matching algorithms (see text for details).
largest M∗/Mh values they predict are all∼ 0.5 dex below the
highest density region for our galaxies. Since we have shown
in the middle panel of Figure 5 that there are only modest
offsets between our stellar masses and those measured for the
same galaxies by other methods, the culprit must be our halo
mass estimates. In particular, our halo masses are systemat-
ically smaller than those inferred from abundance-matching
prescriptions, causing our galaxies to cluster above their pre-
dictions in Figure 5.
Neither the existence nor the direction of this offset is sur-
prising because the halo masses are estimated in very dif-
ferent ways. In abundance matching, a one-to-one corre-
spondence is assumed between halo mass distributions from
dark matter simulations and observed stellar mass functions.
Thus, at a given redshift the percentiles of the stellar mass
function are matched with those of the halo mass distribution
to assign a stellar mass to a halo mass. However, at a certain
point dark matter halos contain more than one galaxy and the
correspondence predicted by abundance matching is between
the stellar mass of the central (i.e., brightest or most massive)
galaxy in the halo and the mass of the dark matter halo in
which it resides, which may encapsulate an entire group or
cluster of galaxies. Since we are interested in estimating the
mass and extent of individual galaxies, we depart from an
abundance matching formalism at L& 0.2L∗, at which point
we assume a constant mass-to-light ratio (see Stocke et al.
2013 for details).
Figure 1 of Stocke et al. (2013) illustrates how our halo-
mass prescription compares to pure abundance-matching re-
sults. While the differences are modest for L . L∗ galax-
ies, our procedure yields halo masses that can be an order
of magnitude smaller than abundance-matching predictions
for brighter galaxies. This is largely due to the most massive
halos including more than one galaxy, a central galaxy and
many satellites, as in a group of galaxies.
4.1. Galaxy-Absorber Connections
Of the remaining value-added columns in Table 6, the “ab-
sorption flag” in the final column is particularly interest-
ing. It encodes the results of comparing the positions and
redshifts of 8230 galaxies (all of the galaxies in Table 6
with zgal > 0.001 located near one of the 47 sight lines with
HST/COS observations) with the redshifts of 1565 H I ab-
sorbers from HST/COS (Danforth et al. 2016; Stocke et al.
2018). The galaxy redshifts are in the range 0.00113 ≤
zgal≤ 0.90909, while H I absorbers have redshifts in the range
0.00165 ≤ zabs ≤ 0.68278 and column densities in the range
12.10≤ logNH I ≤ 19.23.
Absorption flags equal to zero (3781 galaxies) indicate that
a galaxy is not within 1000 kms−1 of an absorber, while a
value of one (3699 galaxies) indicates that a galaxy is within
1000 kms−1 of an absorber but is not the closest galaxy to
that absorber. All velocity comparisons are done in the rest
frame of the absorber (i.e., ∆v = c(zgal − zabs)/(1+ zabs)) and
the “closest” galaxy to an absorber is defined to be the one
with the smallest value of D/Rvir, where D is the three-
dimensional distance between the galaxy and the absorber.
The galaxy-absorber distance along the line of sight, Dz, is
calculated using a reduced-Hubble-flow model where Dz = 0
if |∆v| ≤ 400 kms−1 and Dz = (|∆v|−400 kms−1)/H(z) other-
wise. The three-dimensional distance is then found by sum-
ming Dz and the impact parameter, ρ, in quadrature.
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Absorption flags larger than one imply that a galaxy is,
at a minimum, the closest galaxy in Table 6 to an absorber,
in the sense described above. A value of two (179 galax-
ies) indicates that a closer galaxy is known from SDSS or
other sources (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2011). A value of three
(571 galaxies) indicates that a galaxy is the closest known
galaxy within 20′ and 1000 kms−1 of an absorber.
However, this closest galaxy determination is not always
unique; i.e., the closest galaxy to an absorber in Table 6 may
also have a redshift from SDSS or elsewhere. We find 67
of these coincidences, such that 504/571 (88%) of the galax-
ies with absorption flag values of three were not known to
be the closest galaxy to an absorber before this work. Simi-
larly, of all the galaxies with absorption flags of two or three,
indicating that they are the closest galaxies in Table 6 to an
absorber, 504/750 (67%) represent newly discovered galaxy-
absorber associations. This finding, in conjunction with the
completeness analysis in Section 3.3 and Table 8, suggests
that the GTO and groups surveys presented in Section 2 and
Section 3 are deeper than other galaxy redshift surveys near
the majority of these QSO sight lines.
The absorption flags in Table 6 do not address ambiguity
in the closest galaxy associations. A choice must often be
made between associating an absorber with a low-luminosity
galaxy with a small impact parameter or a higher luminosity
galaxy that is somewhat further away. This motivated our de-
cision to divide by the estimated virial radius of each galaxy
and associate the absorber with the galaxy with the smallest
D/Rvir in this and previous works (e.g., Stocke et al. 2013;
Keeney et al. 2017). While this does not remove the ambigu-
ity altogether it at least provides an objective discriminator.
Keeney et al. (2017) studied the properties of 45 galaxies
located within 2Rvir of low-z H I absorbers, including mea-
surements of properties (inclination, star formation rate, gas-
phase metallicity) that we cannot measure for all galaxies in
Table 6. They also provided indicators of how unique each
absorber-galaxy association is by examining the ratios of the
impact parameters and galaxy-absorber velocity differences
for the nearest and next-nearest galaxies (see Figures 16 and
17 of Keeney et al. 2017). This analysis found that the
galaxy-absorber associations are robust at D . 1.4Rvir and
more questionable, particularly in velocity, at larger values
(see Section 7.2 in Keeney et al. 2017).
When calculating three-dimensional galaxy-absorber
distances, we adopt a reduced Hubble-flow velocity of
400 kms−1 because it corresponds to the maximum rota-
tion velocities in the most massive star-forming galaxies, and
the largest velocity dispersions in passive galaxies. How-
ever, this value is assumed, not derived, so it creates some
ambiguities in assigning individual galaxy-absorber asso-
ciations. For example, if galaxy redshifts are varied by
±1σz from their nominal values, then 6/96 galaxy-absorber
Figure 6. Nearest-galaxy luminosity (top), H I column density
(middle), and galaxy-absorber velocity difference (bottom) as a
function of D/Rvir for galaxy-absorber associations in Table 6. The
solid blue lines indicate the median values of each property.
associations with D ≤ 1.4Rvir change. Because a single
galaxy can be associated with more than one absorber, only
five galaxies are responsible for these changes; three of
these galaxies had initial galaxy-absorber velocity differ-
ences > 300 kms−1 and the other two had large redshift
uncertainties of cσz/(1 + zgal) > 400 kms−1. At larger dis-
tances (D > 1.4Rvir) where Keeney et al. (2017) found that
associations with an individual galaxy are not conclusive,
≈ 95/1075 (9%) of all galaxy-absorber associations change
when the galaxy redshifts are varied by ±1σz.
Figure 6 displays galaxy-absorber properties for the
571 galaxies in Table 6 identified as the closest known galaxy
to an absorber. The data are displayed as in the bottom panel
of Figure 5, where the contour levels are drawn at the 1σ
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and 2σ levels with respect to the galaxy density, data inside
the 2σ contour are galaxy density, and data outside the 2σ
contour are individual data points. Solid blue lines indicate
the median value of each property, and the dashed lines in
the bottom panel indicate our reduced-Hubble-flow velocity.
The typical galaxy-absorber association in Table 6 is be-
tween an ∼ L∗ galaxy located ∼ 8Rvir from an absorber with
logNH I ∼ 13.4. No trend of galaxy luminosity as a func-
tion of D/Rvir is evident. The same can be said for the H I
column density for the data inside the contours; however, at
D . 3Rvir there is a correlation between higher H I column
densities and closer galaxy-absorber separations. This trend
is supported by the analysis of Stocke et al. (2013, see their
Figure 5). All of the closest galaxy-absorber associations
have |∆v| < 400 kms−1 because we do not impose any line-
of-sight corrections to the three-dimensional galaxy-absorber
distance, D, until |∆v| exceeds this threshold. A more com-
plete analysis of nearest-neighbor statistics for close galaxy-
absorber separations, particularly as it relates to the spread of
metals in the IGM, can be found in Pratt et al. (2018).
4.2. Lyα Covering Fractions
Using the current survey it is also possible to calculate H I
Lyα covering fractions for galaxy-absorber associations. To
do so, we searched for galaxies within 4Rvir of absorbers with
0.042≤ zabs ≤ 0.135. The maximum redshift is chosen such
that g = 20 corresponds to L≤ 0.3L∗, and the minimum red-
shift is chosen such that 20′ corresponds to ρ ≥ 1 Mpc. We
also set a luminosity limit of L ≤ 3L∗ (i.e., Rvir < 250 kpc)
to ensure that we are sensitive to all galaxies with D< 4Rvir
that are within 1 Mpc of the QSO sight line.
To investigate the H I Lyα covering fractions in this galaxy
sample, we have employed the procedure used in Stocke et al.
(2013) by which the redshift of each galaxy within 4Rvir of
the sight line is used as a marker to search for H I absorp-
tion at NH I ≥ 1013 cm−2. If H I absorption is present above
this threshold, this constitutes a “hit” (H); if no absorption
is present, this constitutes a “miss” (M). The covering frac-
tion is simply C = H/(H +M). Spectral regions not sensitive
enough for the above limit to be detectable are not used in this
analysis; e.g., locations of Galactic metal-line absorption or
strong absorption at another redshift (Stocke et al. 2013).
Figure 7 displays the results of this analysis. The top panel
compares the Lyα covering fractions as a function of D/Rvir
for galaxies with L ≥ L∗ (red) and L < L∗ (blue). The num-
ber of galaxies in each subsample is listed in parentheses, and
the shaded regions show the 68% confidence Poisson uncer-
tainties for each bin (Gehrels 1986). While the uncertainties
overlap in most of the radial bins, the covering fraction for
L< L∗ galaxies are flatter than for more luminous galaxies.
These results differ slightly from the finding of Stocke
et al. (2013, see their Figure 7), with the largest difference
being a (∼ 2σ) larger covering fraction (C = 0.7 compared
to 0.5) for sub-L∗ galaxies, but it should be noted that the
absorber and galaxy samples used for the covering fractions
also differ from what Stocke et al. (2013) used. Neverthe-
less, both Figure 7 and Stocke et al. (2013) find that galaxies
with L & 0.1L∗ have H I covering fractions > 50% out to
4Rvir and that the covering fraction for L > L∗ galaxies is
very high, consistent with unity inside Rvir.
The COS-Halos project Werk et al. (2013) finds a similarly
high covering fraction for star-forming galaxies inside an im-
pact parameter of 0.5Rvir, while Wakker & Savage (2009)
found unity H I covering fractions out to ∼ Rvir for massive
galaxies. Similarly, covering factors close to unity are found
at z = 2-3 by Rudie et al. (2012, see their Table 6) with these
high covering factors extending to much greater impact pa-
rameters at comparable column densities (logNH I ≥ 13) to
this study and Wakker & Savage (2009). The Rudie et al.
(2012) covering fractions for logNH I ≥ 14, which may be a
more appropriate comparison between high- and low-z, are
nearly identical to what is shown in Figure 7 and in Wakker
& Savage (2009) in showing a very slow decline out to sev-
eral virial radii.
The bottom panel of Figure 7 compares the covering frac-
tions for absorption-line galaxies (red) and emission-line and
composite galaxies (blue). We use these observationally de-
fined samples as proxies for the star-forming and passive
galaxy populations since it is not always possible to deter-
mine specific star formation rate using the current spectra
because: (1) for most WIYN/HYDRA spectra, Hα is not in-
cluded in the observing band; and (2) more distant galaxies
are not well-resolved in our images and so have only poorly
determined sizes. We use the absorption-line galaxies, which
show no sign of emission lines from star formation, as prox-
ies for passive galaxies; all galaxies with emission-line and
composite spectra are assumed to be star-forming.
The covering fraction for emission-line and compos-
ite (star-forming) galaxies is slightly higher than that of
absorption-line (passive) galaxies at all radii, although the
uncertainties in the radial bins overlap. Despite showing
no significant difference in covering fraction in the binned
data shown in Figure 7, taken altogether the emission-line
and composite galaxies have C = 113/155 = 0.73+0.04−0.05 within
4Rvir, while the absorption-line galaxies have C = 53/88 =
0.60+0.06−0.07. The covering fraction for passive galaxies in our
sample is therefore ∼ 2σ lower than that of star-forming
galaxies. Since the data in the top panel of Figure 7 include
some absorption-line galaxies, it is probable that all star-
forming galaxies with L ≥ 0.3L∗ have a near-unity covering
fraction inside their virial radius.
The other interesting new result is that the absorption-line
galaxies show a rather flat covering fraction of ∼ 60% out
to 4Rvir (∼ 750 kpc for an L∗ galaxy). Previous hints of a
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Figure 7. Covering fraction of H I Lyα as a function of D/Rvir for
galaxies of different luminosities (top) and spectral classifications
(bottom). Shaded regions indicate the 68% confidence interval for
the covering fraction (Gehrels 1986).
flat covering fraction for passive galaxies come from Keeney
et al. (2017), whose sample included a few passive galaxies
at impact parameters > Rvir, and from Stocke et al. (2018),
who find Lyα and O VI absorption far enough away from
individual bright passive galaxies that these authors ascribe
the absorption to an intra-group medium, not to an individ-
ual galaxy. Lower overall covering fractions that are rather
constant with impact parameter argue in favor of a more ex-
tensive, but clumpy, medium in systems of passive galaxies
like dense groups of galaxies.
Figure 8 is analogous to Figure 7, except that it shows the
Lyα covering fractions as a function of physical distance,
D, rather than normalized distance, D/Rvir. The top panel
shows covering fractions for galaxies of different luminosi-
ties, and has no information for L< L∗ galaxies in the outer-
most bin because those distances correspond to D> 4Rvir. To
within the (largely overlapping) uncertainties, this plot shows
a smooth, shallow decline in covering fraction with increas-
ing distance for galaxies of all luminosities.
The bottom panel of Figure 8 shows the covering fractions
for star-forming and passive galaxies, defined by their spec-
tral classification as above. The uncertainties are once again
large, but there are hints of an intriguing trend whereby star-
forming galaxies have higher covering fractions than passive
galaxies at D . 400 kpc, the two samples have compara-
Figure 8. Covering fraction of H I Lyα as a function of D for galax-
ies of different luminosities (top) and spectral classifications (bot-
tom). Shaded regions indicate the 68% confidence interval for the
covering fraction (Gehrels 1986).
ble covering fractions when D∼ 400-800 kpc, and then pas-
sive galaxies have larger covering fractions at D & 800 kpc.
Larger sample sizes are required to determine whether this
trend is robust.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We present the basic results of a deep (g ≤ 20) and wide
(∼ 20′ radius) galaxy redshift survey around 47 COS sight
lines. These sight lines were selected by the COS science
team and the UV-bright targets were well-observed (S/N >
15) to provide the best available far-UV absorption line data
for understanding the local CGM and IGM. Several stud-
ies have already utilized this redshift survey to characterize
the CGM of star-forming and passive galaxies (Stocke et al.
2013; Keeney et al. 2017), to determine the maximum extent
that metals spread away from their potential galaxy of origin
(Stocke et al. 2006; Pratt et al. 2018), to probe the warm-hot
intergalactic medium (WHIM) in nearby groups of galaxies
(Stocke et al. 2014, 2017), and to place an upper limit on the
metallicity of gas clouds in cosmic voids (Stocke et al. 2007).
This survey also provided galaxy environments for individ-
ual absorbers of interest including two cases of demonstrably
warm-hot, O VI-only absorbers (i.e., no detectable H I Lyα)
in the PKS 0405–123 and FBQS 1010+3003 sight lines (Sav-
age et al. 2010; Stocke et al. 2017) and a strong, multi-phase
absorber in the 3C 263 sight line (Savage et al. 2012).
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As part of the technical design for the majority of this sur-
vey (38 of 48 sight lines, including one that was not ulti-
mately observed) we obtained high completeness (> 90%)
over a > 1 Mpc region down to . 0.1L∗ luminosities at
z ≤ 0.1 for most of the target sight lines (see Table 8). The
completeness levels of individual sight lines as a function of
both magnitude and impact parameter are provided in Ap-
pendix A. The limiting luminosities obtained around z≤ 0.1
absorbers are not so faint as to suggest that virtually all galax-
ies have been surveyed. Galaxies with L≥ 0.1L∗ are thought
to be the dominant source for metal-enriched gas expelled
into the CGM and IGM (Prochaska et al. 2011; Stocke et al.
2013; Burchett et al. 2015; Keeney et al. 2017; Pratt et al.
2018), so these survey limits are sufficient for many local
universe investigations.
For the remaining 10 sight lines probing nearby SDSS-
selected galaxy groups, the basic design goal was to ob-
tain good quality spectra for at least 20 members (including
the original SDSS members) to constrain basic observables
(group position on the sky, redshift, velocity dispersion) and
derived quantities (total stellar mass, halo mass, group virial
radius). While this goal was met for all ten sight lines and
12 galaxy groups probed (Stocke et al. 2018), the overall
completeness percentages are not as high as for the 38 GTO
sight lines (see Table 8 and Appendix A). Otherwise, all of
the data products for these ten sight lines are the same as for
the original 38 and are included in the general statistics for
this survey.
We have used multiple observations for some galaxies to
assess the overall redshift uncertainties for three classes of
spectra: emission-line, absorption-line, and composite spec-
tra with both emission and absorption lines present. As ex-
pected, redshifts obtained from emission lines alone have a
small standard deviation and small offset when compared to
the SDSS redshifts (Table 7); this redshift uncertainty is com-
parable to the uncertainties for the COS UV absorption-line
data (Danforth et al. 2016; Keeney et al. 2017). Redshifts
for absorption-line and composite galaxies have larger stan-
dard deviations than emission-line galaxies but comparably
small velocity offsets when comparison to SDSS measure-
ments (Table 7).
Regardless of spectral class, the error budget for galaxy
redshifts does not add a significant uncertainty to making a
case for or against an absorber-galaxy association because
the redshift uncertainty is still less than the velocity disper-
sion in luminous, early-type galaxies. Further, it has become
standard in the CGM field to reduce the Hubble-flow radial
distance between absorbers and galaxies by a peculiar veloc-
ity of 400 kms−1 (as we have done here), placing an absorber
at the same radial distance as a potential associated galaxy if
their recessional velocities match to within that margin (Mor-
ris et al. 1993; Penton et al. 2002; Prochaska et al. 2011;
Stocke et al. 2013; Keeney et al. 2017). The redshift uncer-
tainties reported herein for all galaxy types are significantly
less than this canonical peculiar velocity.
The observational data presented here for ∼ 9000 individ-
ual galaxies around these sight lines provide a wealth of ma-
terial with which to investigate the connections between gas
and galaxies in the local universe. In addition to the basic
observables, we also provide rest-frame g-band luminosities
and impact parameters, as well as stellar mass, halo mass,
and virial radius estimates for each galaxy. We compare our
estimates to previously-published values in Section 4. We
also assess each galaxy’s proximity to H I absorbers from
Danforth et al. (2016) and Stocke et al. (2018), and use this
information to determine Lyα covering fractions for galaxies
of different luminosities and spectral classifications.
Covering fractions for emission-line and composite spec-
trum galaxies are high, nearly 90% at ρ≤ 2Rvir, as has been
seen earlier by Stocke et al. (2013) and the COS-Halos team
(Werk et al. 2014). These data are consistent with covering
fractions at or very close to unity for all star-forming galax-
ies with L≥ 0.3L∗. However, galaxies with only absorption-
line spectra show a consistently lower covering fraction of
≈ 60% out to at least 4Rvir, which indicates that the gaseous
environment of passive galaxies may be patchier than for
star-forming galaxies. The rather constant covering frac-
tion for the absorption-line galaxies means that their gaseous
structures have larger scale lengths than for the star-forming
galaxies, suggesting that this gas is related to entire groups
of galaxies (see Keeney et al. 2017 and Stocke et al. 2018).
Although the UV-bright targets often have substantial red-
shifts allowing for a long pathlength with which to probe
the CGM and IGM, the connections with individual galaxies
and large-scale galaxy structures is still best done at the low-
est redshifts due to galaxy redshift survey limitations in any
apparent-magnitude-limited sample. While use of the SDSS
spectroscopic survey has proven essential for some studies of
metal-rich absorbers and galaxies (i.e., Burchett et al. 2016),
SDSS is quite shallow allowing the gas-galaxy connection
to be studied only very nearby. The Burchett et al. (2016)
survey, based as it is on C IV absorption, is also confined to
very low redshfits due to the rapidly declining sensitivity of
the COS detector at the long wavelength end of the G160M
grating mode (i.e., λ > 1700 Å, or zC IV & 0.1).
However, studies of the extent to which various metal ions
extend away from galaxies (Chen et al. 1998; Penton et al.
2004; Stocke et al. 2006, 2013; Pratt et al. 2018) show that
the combination of line strength and absorber ionization pa-
rameter (see Stocke et al. 2007) allows O VI absorption to
trace metals more sensitively and so to much larger dis-
tances away from galaxies. The O VI doublet is also one
of our very best ways to detect the “warm-hot” intergalactic
medium (WHIM). For these reasons, it is imperative to have
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in-hand a galaxy redshift survey significantly deeper than
SDSS since the O VI doublet enters the COS standard FUV
band at z& 0.1 (i.e., at the same redshift that C IV leaves the
COS bandpass), where SDSS provides close to complete red-
shifts for galaxies of L> 0.4L∗ at z = 0.1 (Strauss et al. 2002;
Montero-Dorta & Prada 2009). The results of the Burchett
et al. (2016) survey suggest that galaxies associated with low-
z absorbers invariably are at L > 0.3L∗, implying that the
SDSS alone is insufficient to study the distribution of metal-
enriched gas around galaxies at z> 0.1.
The COS G130M/1055, G130M/1096, and G130M/1222
modes push the discovery of O VI absorbers to z < 0.1,
but do so at decreased resolution and sensitivity. Instead,
the most important redshift range is z = 0.1-0.17, bounded
by the stronger line of the O VI doublet entering the COS
G130M/1291 band at 1136 Å and the weaker line of the dou-
blet becoming obscured by the blue-side damping wing of
Galactic Lyα absorption at ∼ 1212 Å. This range is espe-
cially important for detecting O VI because there is no con-
fusion with intervening Lyα absorption at these wavelengths,
which are blueward of the Lyα rest wavelength. Using the
nominal g = 20 limit for this survey, O VI absorbers have
galaxy redshifts determined completely down to L > 0.5L∗
or lower throughout this range, whereas SDSS is only com-
plete to L > 1.3L∗ at z = 0.17. Thus, this redshift survey
is almost completely sufficient for galaxy associations with
metal-enriched absorbers. We suggest that future studies of
the WHIM and of metal distibution in general concentrate on
this redshift interval.
However, if individual absorbers of interest are found in
HST/COS spectra at higher redshifts, the current galaxy sur-
vey may not be deep enough to characterize completely the
absorber environment. For example, the very unusual H I
+ O VI absorption-line system in the HE 0153–4520 sight
line at z = 0.22601 contains both Lyman limit system (LLS)
and WHIM absorbers (Savage et al. 2011) and has a nearest
galaxy in this survey at ρ = 80 kpc (galaxy he0153_192_22
in Table 6) that can account for the LLS. And, while a rich
galaxy group appears to be present as well (roughly a dozen
L& L∗ galaxies with ρ. 4 Mpc are found within 1000 kms−1
of the absorber redshift in Table 6) that could account for the
WHIM absorber, a deeper galaxy survey in this region is re-
quired to characterize this group completely (see group char-
acterization discussions in Stocke et al. 2014, 2018). How-
ever, the current survey provides a good basis for a further
investigation of this WHIM absorber.
We provide electronic versions of the reduced, wavelength-
calibrated spectra of all galaxies included in this survey to aid
future, low-z CGM and IGM studies, as well as new research
not yet conceived.
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APPENDIX
A. DETAILED SIGHT LINE COMPLETENESS TABLES
Here we provide tables detailing the overall completeness (Section 3.3) as a function of apparent g-band magnitude and angular
separation between the galaxy and the QSO for each sight line. Unlike in Table 8, we show fractional completion (i.e., the number
of galaxies in a given bin with redshift determinations divided by the number of targeted galaxies in that bin) instead of completion
percentages. The number of targeted galaxies in a bin include objects of all priorities (Section 2), and the redshift determinations
come from our surveys (Table 6), SDSS DR14, and published studies around individual sight lines (e.g., Prochaska et al. 2011).
Table 9. 1ES 1028+511 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 1/2 3/4 5/6
18-18.5 1/1 2/2 1/1 2/2
18.5-19 · · · 3/3 4/5 4/6
19-19.5 · · · 3/3 3/3 11/11
19.5-20 4/4 5/5 15/15 14/18
Table 10. 1ES 1553+113 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/3 3/3 8/9 14/14
18-18.5 1/1 4/4 5/5 4/4
18.5-19 3/3 6/7 6/6 15/16
19-19.5 3/3 3/3 9/9 16/16
19.5-20 2/2 10/10 25/26 23/27
Table 11. 1SAX J1032.3+5051 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 2/2 5/6 · · ·
18-18.5 · · · 1/1 2/2 3/3
18.5-19 · · · 4/4 3/4 6/6
19-19.5 1/1 2/2 1/1 12/12
19.5-20 2/2 5/6 7/7 18/20
Table 12. 3C 57 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 2/2 5/8 8/10
18-18.5 · · · · · · · · · 1/3
18.5-19 0/1 1/1 1/2 1/6
19-19.5 0/3 0/3 2/8 3/16
19.5-20 0/6 0/11 0/14 2/25
Table 13. 3C 263 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 4/5 1/2 1/1
18-18.5 2/2 2/2 3/3 3/4
18.5-19 · · · 3/3 5/6 10/11
19-19.5 · · · 10/10 7/8 8/9
19.5-20 4/4 11/12 14/19 22/28
Table 14. B 1612+266 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 6/8 5/5 8/9
18-18.5 1/1 2/4 2/2 3/4
18.5-19 1/2 3/7 4/10 5/11
19-19.5 4/6 9/14 3/8 13/21
19.5-20 4/5 11/19 17/27 16/28
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Table 15. CSO 1022 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 3/3 5/6 13/15 6/6
18-18.5 2/2 7/7 11/13 5/6
18.5-19 6/6 3/4 11/15 11/18
19-19.5 6/11 7/10 14/22 13/34
19.5-20 1/2 18/25 17/37 15/36
Table 16. CSO 1080 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 0/1 5/6 2/2
18-18.5 · · · 4/4 2/2 7/8
18.5-19 1/1 4/5 4/6 13/18
19-19.5 1/1 8/8 13/19 16/24
19.5-20 5/6 10/13 17/22 20/32
Table 17. FBQS J1010+3003 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/2 2/2 2/4 6/7
18-18.5 2/2 3/3 3/3 3/3
18.5-19 2/2 5/5 9/9 15/15
19-19.5 2/2 10/11 12/14 16/18
19.5-20 4/6 13/15 24/31 19/23
Table 18. FBQS J1030+3102 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/2 4/6 9/10 3/4
18-18.5 2/2 2/2 8/8 2/2
18.5-19 1/1 3/5 2/3 13/15
19-19.5 1/2 4/5 8/10 7/10
19.5-20 1/4 8/10 12/17 11/17
Table 19. FBQS J11519+2838 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 8/9 19/19 25/27
18-18.5 · · · 8/8 11/11 20/21
18.5-19 2/2 9/9 19/20 32/37
19-19.5 2/2 5/9 14/25 16/43
19.5-20 5/7 18/21 14/24 32/60
Table 20. H 1821+643 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 0/3 1/1 6/7 10/10
18-18.5 1/1 2/2 3/4 5/5
18.5-19 1/1 2/2 5/6 11/11
19-19.5 3/3 5/7 5/6 7/9
19.5-20 2/2 10/10 9/13 26/28
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Table 21. HE 0153–4520 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 5/5 6/6 8/8 8/8
18-18.5 · · · · · · 2/2 4/4
18.5-19 · · · 1/1 2/2 2/2
19-19.5 · · · 2/2 5/5 7/8
19.5-20 4/4 5/7 8/9 18/18
Table 22. HE 0226–4110 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 3/3 2/2 3/3
18-18.5 · · · · · · · · · 4/4
18.5-19 · · · 2/3 2/2 3/3
19-19.5 1/1 2/2 6/8 7/8
19.5-20 1/1 7/7 11/13 12/13
Table 23. HE 0435–5304 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 2/4 5/6 17/17
18-18.5 1/1 1/2 2/3 1/3
18.5-19 · · · 4/5 5/8 13/18
19-19.5 3/4 3/6 8/11 17/23
19.5-20 4/4 14/21 20/26 25/37
Table 24. HE 0439–5254 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 8/9 16/19 12/13
18-18.5 · · · 5/5 1/3 2/3
18.5-19 0/1 6/8 11/16 14/15
19-19.5 · · · 5/9 11/17 17/22
19.5-20 1/2 10/17 13/30 27/33
Table 25. HS 1102+3441 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 2/2 8/8 9/9
18-18.5 · · · · · · 5/5 3/5
18.5-19 1/1 4/4 13/13 10/12
19-19.5 1/1 2/3 15/19 13/17
19.5-20 3/3 16/17 23/27 39/44
Table 26. Mrk 421 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 4/6 6/7 12/14 15/15
18-18.5 · · · · · · · · · · · ·
18.5-19 · · · 1/2 · · · 2/2
19-19.5 1/1 · · · 0/1 · · ·
19.5-20 1/1 2/3 · · · · · ·
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Table 27. PG 0832+251 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 3/3 1/1 6/7 11/11
18-18.5 1/1 1/1 1/1 6/6
18.5-19 1/1 2/3 6/7 11/12
19-19.5 4/4 2/2 8/12 12/13
19.5-20 3/3 6/9 9/11 17/22
Table 28. PG 0953+414 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 6/6 4/4 10/11
18-18.5 1/1 4/5 4/4 2/4
18.5-19 · · · 3/4 13/13 7/9
19-19.5 2/2 9/10 6/9 20/24
19.5-20 5/5 10/13 16/20 15/25
Table 29. PG 1001+291 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 3/3 6/7 17/18
18-18.5 1/1 6/6 7/8 8/8
18.5-19 1/2 4/4 11/12 12/13
19-19.5 1/1 8/8 9/9 14/14
19.5-20 2/2 14/16 17/24 10/21
Table 30. PG 1048+342 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 4/4 1/2 4/5
18-18.5 · · · 4/4 1/1 2/2
18.5-19 1/1 4/4 · · · 6/6
19-19.5 1/1 4/4 10/11 11/12
19.5-20 2/3 5/6 9/11 5/8
Table 31. PG 1115+407 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 1/1 2/2 3/4
18-18.5 · · · 5/5 2/2 3/3
18.5-19 2/2 4/4 7/7 3/3
19-19.5 2/2 7/7 12/12 9/9
19.5-20 3/3 6/7 12/14 10/10
Table 32. PG 1116+215 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 4/4 11/11 5/5
18-18.5 1/1 2/2 5/5 7/7
18.5-19 3/3 4/4 9/9 11/11
19-19.5 5/5 14/14 13/15 10/14
19.5-20 5/6 8/8 22/29 11/26
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Table 33. PG 1121+422 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 1/2 2/2 4/4
18-18.5 · · · 3/3 · · · 5/5
18.5-19 2/2 6/6 8/10 10/10
19-19.5 2/2 7/9 15/15 25/25
19.5-20 6/6 12/12 20/22 25/30
Table 34. PG 1216+069 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 4/5 4/4 4/4
18-18.5 1/1 3/3 4/4 7/9
18.5-19 1/1 6/6 4/4 5/6
19-19.5 · · · 9/9 9/10 12/12
19.5-20 3/3 8/8 9/11 18/23
Table 35. PG 1222+216 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 3/3 6/6 2/2
18-18.5 1/1 · · · 1/1 5/7
18.5-19 1/1 3/3 7/7 7/8
19-19.5 0/3 5/8 5/13 2/14
19.5-20 2/4 6/9 17/29 6/33
Table 36. PG 1259+593 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/2 4/4 1/3 7/7
18-18.5 · · · 6/6 3/3 10/11
18.5-19 · · · 4/4 8/8 18/18
19-19.5 2/2 9/10 15/16 14/15
19.5-20 6/6 18/19 21/26 31/35
Table 37. PG 1424+240 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 4/5 5/5 10/10
18-18.5 1/1 1/1 7/7 16/16
18.5-19 1/1 · · · 6/6 8/8
19-19.5 0/1 2/3 7/10 6/17
19.5-20 1/1 4/4 4/6 7/27
Table 38. PG 1626+554 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 5/6 9/9 6/7
18-18.5 3/3 3/3 6/7 13/14
18.5-19 1/1 6/7 12/13 12/12
19-19.5 2/2 3/7 8/16 16/20
19.5-20 4/4 14/16 14/19 15/25
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Table 39. PHL 1811 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 9/9 11/11 11/11
18-18.5 3/3 6/6 4/4 13/13
18.5-19 1/1 5/6 16/16 20/21
19-19.5 6/6 12/14 26/30 19/27
19.5-20 4/5 16/20 15/22 37/54
Table 40. PKS 2005–489 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 9/18 16/16 23/23 32/42
18-18.5 · · · 2/2 3/3 9/11
18.5-19 3/5 8/8 8/9 10/11
19-19.5 4/6 8/9 10/11 18/19
19.5-20 3/5 14/17 26/30 27/41
Table 41. Q 1230+0115 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 1/1 4/4 6/6
18-18.5 · · · 1/1 4/4 6/6
18.5-19 1/1 2/2 1/1 4/5
19-19.5 1/1 1/2 8/9 6/8
19.5-20 1/1 4/8 6/7 8/11
Table 42. RBS 711 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/2 5/5 7/7 8/8
18-18.5 1/1 4/4 4/5 11/12
18.5-19 1/1 12/14 7/8 13/17
19-19.5 4/4 14/16 17/22 15/26
19.5-20 4/5 11/14 24/37 20/30
Table 43. RX J0439.6–5311 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 7/9 9/11 18/18
18-18.5 1/1 2/3 6/11 4/7
18.5-19 2/3 3/6 9/15 9/15
19-19.5 1/4 5/10 10/16 18/26
19.5-20 4/5 7/16 17/27 28/47
Table 44. RX J2154.1–4414 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 4/4 1/1 10/10 2/3
18-18.5 · · · 2/2 4/4 3/3
18.5-19 2/3 4/4 12/13 7/9
19-19.5 1/1 7/9 12/14 13/15
19.5-20 1/1 8/14 13/24 15/27
30 KEENEY ET AL.
Table 45. S5 0716+714 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 4/4 6/6 9/9
18-18.5 1/1 · · · 3/3 4/7
18.5-19 2/3 2/4 6/7 9/10
19-19.5 0/3 11/18 6/17 11/17
19.5-20 4/10 7/13 18/44 12/39
Table 46. SBS 0956+509 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 3/3 10/11 6/7
18-18.5 3/4 1/1 4/5 2/3
18.5-19 5/5 9/14 8/8 8/9
19-19.5 7/8 4/5 7/9 4/7
19.5-20 4/5 6/11 15/20 7/9
Table 47. SBS 1108+560 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 2/2 4/5 6/6 6/7
18-18.5 4/4 1/1 5/6 8/8
18.5-19 2/2 9/9 11/11 14/14
19-19.5 2/2 7/7 11/13 17/19
19.5-20 6/6 17/20 23/24 29/34
Table 48. SBS 1122+594 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 6/6 12/15 8/8
18-18.5 · · · 6/6 8/8 8/8
18.5-19 2/2 4/4 13/13 8/8
19-19.5 6/6 10/10 14/14 19/21
19.5-20 1/1 12/14 25/30 26/30
Table 49. SDSS J1028+2119 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 3/3 5/5 5/6 7/8
18-18.5 1/2 7/9 1/2 4/6
18.5-19 2/2 5/8 4/6 5/14
19-19.5 3/3 5/10 11/17 11/21
19.5-20 7/8 4/14 10/18 13/36
Table 50. SDSS J1333+4518 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 3/3 2/2 1/2
18-18.5 1/2 3/4 4/4 5/5
18.5-19 2/3 6/7 7/8 4/6
19-19.5 2/2 7/11 11/14 11/14
19.5-20 4/4 12/15 21/24 28/42
GALAXY REDSHIFTS NEAR COS SIGHT LINES 31
Table 51. SDSS J1439+3932 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 4/4 5/5 3/3
18-18.5 1/1 2/2 0/1 4/4
18.5-19 1/1 2/2 3/4 17/17
19-19.5 4/4 9/9 10/12 17/18
19.5-20 3/3 19/21 29/34 28/34
Table 52. SDSS J1540–0205 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 4/4 3/6 1/1
18-18.5 2/2 2/2 4/5 3/4
18.5-19 1/1 6/7 8/9 6/7
19-19.5 6/7 12/15 7/17 4/6
19.5-20 6/8 16/26 14/21 11/16
Table 53. Ton 236 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 14/15 12/12 15/16
18-18.5 2/2 8/8 3/3 11/13
18.5-19 1/1 8/8 6/6 13/14
19-19.5 7/7 10/10 17/17 14/16
19.5-20 6/7 16/16 23/29 37/49
Table 54. Ton 580 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · 1/1 2/2 3/3
18-18.5 1/1 · · · 6/6 6/6
18.5-19 · · · 3/3 1/2 5/5
19-19.5 1/1 7/7 8/9 11/11
19.5-20 3/3 6/7 13/15 14/15
Table 55. Ton 1187 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 1/1 7/7 8/8 16/16
18-18.5 1/1 1/1 3/3 5/5
18.5-19 0/1 2/2 · · · · · ·
19-19.5 · · · 2/4 · · · 6/7
19.5-20 · · · 2/3 3/5 0/1
Table 56. VII Zw 244 Completeness
g ≤ 5′ 5′-10′ 10′-15′ 15′-20′
≤ 18 · · · · · · 1/1 4/4
18-18.5 · · · 2/2 4/4 4/4
18.5-19 · · · 2/2 2/2 12/12
19-19.5 2/2 3/3 10/10 14/23
19.5-20 4/4 10/10 13/15 23/32
